
 

 

 
 

 

‘MISTLETOE OVER MANHATTAN’ 

CAST BIOS 

 

TRICIA HELFER (Lucy) - Tricia Helfer is a Canadian actress and former model who has 
appeared in ad campaigns for high end designers such as Giorgio Armani, Ralph Lauren, 
Versace, Givenchy and Dolce & Gabbana among others.  She has also graced the covers of 
Flare, ELLE, Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire, and Vogue to name a few. 

In 2002, Helfer retired from fashion modeling and moved to Los Angeles where she quickly 
landed a number of roles including guest starring in the second season finale of the hit series 
"C.S.I.: Crime Scene Investigation.”  In 2003, she landed the role of humanoid Cylon Number 
Six in the critically acclaimed, award-winning SciFi series "Battlestar Galactica," written and 
produced by Ronald D. Moore. 

During her hiatus from the show, Helfer also starred in a number of other projects including 
landing the lead role of Farrah Fawcet in the film "Behind the Camera: The Unauthorized Story 
of Charlie's Angels" on NBC and filming the lead role of Stephanie Jacobs in the independent 
feature "Memory" opposite Dennis Hopper and Billy Zane.  Helfer also starred opposite Leelee 
Sobieski in the independent feature "Walk All Over Me" which debuted at the Toronto 
International Film Festival. 

In 2008 Helfer joined the cast of the USA Network's hit series "Burn Notice" for a multi-episode 
arc and in 2009 she filmed recurring guest spots on the CBS hit show “Two and a Half Men,” 
and the Fox drama, “Human Target.”  She also showcased her voiceover talents for mega-hit, 
video game franchises in Halo: ODST as Commander Veronica Dare, Mass Effect 2 as EDI and 
the lead character, Sarah Kerrigan in the Bizzard's Starcraft 2. 

Currently, Helfer has joined the cast of the new NBC drama, “The Firm,” based on John 
Grisham’s best-selling novel.  Most recently, Helfer starred in Jerry Bruckheimer's “Dark Blue” as 
a new series regular opposite Dylan McDermott.  Helfer has also been seen in the horror thriller 
“Open House” co-starring Brian Geraghty and Stephen Moyer and in “A Beginner's Guide to 
Endings” with Harvey Keitel, Scott Caan and JK Simmons. 

In her free time, Helfer is an avid motorbike rider, likes to hike and dedicates herself to animal 
causes.  She currently resides in Los Angeles.  
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GREG BRYK (Joe) - Greg Bryk has established himself as one of Canada's busiest and most 
interesting actors.  Creating memorable characters as he moves seamlessly between comedy 
and drama, Bryk is on the verge of breaking through with real mainstream success.  Bryk was 
first introduced to audiences as Alexander ‘The Juggernaut’ Yount in the charming comedy  
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“Men With Brooms.”  He has balanced four seasons as Weston Fields on the critically acclaimed 
television series “ReGenesis” while shooting features and other work.  He has also worked in 
major TV mini-series and MOW's such as Lifetime's “The Gathering,” Margaret Atwood's “The 
Robber Bride,” SCYFY's "RED: The Werewolf Hunter" and NBC's "XIII."   
 
Bryk’s feature film work includes David Cronenberg's “A History Of Violence,” New Line 
Cinema's “Shoot' Em Up,” Allan Moyle's “Weirdsville” and his award winning performance in 
Clement Virgo's gritty drama “Poor Boy's Game.”  Some of Bryk's other roles include parts in 
Marvel Comic's “The Incredible Hulk” and “SAW V and 3D."  He can also be seen in Simon 
Ennis's eccentric comedic gem “You Might As Well Live,” the Stephen King thriller “Dolan's 
Cadillac” and "Act Of Dishonour."   
 
After being nominated for a Gemini for his work in the television movie "Deadliest Sea" and 
enjoying roles on Showcase's "Crash & Burn" and Disney's "Aaron Stone," Bryk was thrilled to 
reprise his popular character, Col. Amos in the Showcase/Canal Plus series "XIII" as well as play 
a major role in Tarsem Singh's Greek mythology epic "Immortals" which will be released on 
11/11/11.   
 
Bryk currently makes his home in Toronto with his wife Danielle and three children, Dempsey, 
Billy and Ella.   
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TEDDE MOORE (Rebecca Claus) - Tedde Moore comes from a distinguished theatrical family 
(Dora Mavor Moore was her grandmother and Mavor Moore, her father) and has been a 
professional actress for over 50 years.  She is a founding member of The Actor’s Repertory 
Company in Toronto and has co-written with actor Lynda Mason Green, a book of Canadian 
performer’s anecdotes Standing Naked In The Wings.   
 
Moore was nominated for a Genie for her role as Miss Shields in the cult film “A Christmas 
Story” and recently starred as the Kennedy Nanny in the mini-series “The Kennedys.”   Moore 
will soon be seen in the feature film “Down the Road Again.” 
 
When not acting, Moore also teaches her craft at Equity Showcase and Niagara College and is in 
the Film Department of Sheridan College where she does acting workshops/modules with the 
student film directors.   
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